
Lord Chapter Master?

  Yes Inquisitor De’fault?

I’m not sure that Im in the right location…

   Why is that? Being inhaling the contents of your Psychotroke Grenades again?

Not this time, its just that I was expecting to have the aid of the Imperial 
Fists chapter in hunting down the heretic known as Luke, or as some people call 
him – the evil tyrannical Tournament Organiser of ANU’con. However imagine my 
surprise when I instead get sent Green marines reminiscent of that pagan 
religious festival, riding bikes – are you sure you aren’t related to that 
Chapter called the Black Scars; you know the one, they started out making us 
think that they were from the Dark Angels Chapter but recently they look as if 
they are from the White Scars Chapter…

   I think you have gotten the wrong end of the rad grenade Inquisitor De’fault, 
we aren’t the Imperial Fists, nor are we the White Scars – what we are is the 
Emperors generic Fist Angel Wolves, a legion thought lost through the ages, a 
legion shrouded in mystery with the talent of adapting our tactics to whatever 
is the most popular of the day.
 

No, I don’t think you are shrouded in mystery, I see you every time a new update 
of the Codex Astartes is released by the highlord GW. You always seem to come 
out and exploit whatever loophole is inadvertently placed in the newest Codex. 
Frankly I’m surprised you aren’t following the doctrines of the Space Wolves 
this lunar cycle. Although, to be honest, I wouldn’t mind having my own drop pod 
with Sisters of Repentia – you have no idea how they rate on the hot/crazy 
scale.

   We would have, however our combat forces needed to be listed just over a week 
since the latest update so we didn’t have the time to properly identify the 
loopholes. Not to mention we were hoping to avoid the harsh gaze of the evil 
tyrannical Tournament Organiser lest he rank us a 2 for the composition of our 
forces. I mean, you might win the battle, but you don’t want your opponents to 
think you exploited the rules of engagement or brought an overwhelming force 
that your opponents didn’t have a chance against.

What are you? Stupid? Isn’t the point of warfare to win? There are no rules! 
Pffft I’m starting to wish I had gotten aid from the Daemonic Legion of Tyler, 
at least he knew the objective is to win, not a sense of ‘fair play.’

   I hate to break it to you; but the evil tyrannical Tournament Organiser 
already rejected his force composition; he was not allowed to do battle as his 
army was too ‘broken’ and would not be ‘fun’ to play against.

Wow really? He can do that? All in the name of fun? Wow, he really is evil, how 
dare he impose his judgement on whats fun to play – to ANU’con, to Victory!

Yes, we had better hurry, the scribes are on me to change our combat doctrine to 
that of the Green, I mean Grey Knights…


